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Paper presented by Chief Engineer W. Becker, of the A. Pfeiffer Company of Wetzlar, at the 1st International
Congress for Vacuum Technology

A new molecular pump
In 1913 Gaede published his work about a molecular
pump (figure 1).
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Fig. 1 Gaede molecubar pump

The simplest construction here m
i s a cylindric housing
with an annular groove, which is interrupted at one spot,
and a cylindric runner. The runner (rotor, armature) is made
to rotate rapidly by aid of a n external drive. The gases are
in frictional contact with the cylindric rotor, become entrained
and are moved in the direction of the arrow. One may
switch several steps in series at thi,s kind of arrangement,
in urder to increase the pressure ratio. One may replace
several of such steps by using a helical groove; this was
pointed out by Gaede already. Holweck later on improved
this kind of construction, see figure 2.

Fig. 2 Holweck pump

As between the rotor and the housing the air slit really
has to be very narrow, Siegbahn suggested a construction at
which expansion due io heat or centrifugal forces will affect
the slit but little, figure 3. He replaces the cylindric rotor by
a disk- shaped one, and here spiralic grooves are machined
into the housing at both sides of the rotor.
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Fig. 3 Siegbahn pump
In spite of its attractive properties the molecular pump,
irrespective of its construction, has not been appliied much.
The good properties are: The high vacuum free from vaposrs,
the fast readiness for operabi'on, no sensitivity against atmospheric pressure. The reasons why the pumps were employed so little are: the low speed of suction, especially if
one keeps in mind how much of an aggregate one has to
handle, the sensitivity against foreign bodies (dirt), and the
danger of heat expansion.
The efficiency of a molecular pump at the pumps known
up to now depends greatly upon the thickness of the closing
slit (figure 1). Inside this slit s just as in the operating groove
h gas is passed along due to the rotor friction and moves
this way from a region of higher pressure into a region of
lower pressure. The pressure gradi,ent between the suction
side and the pressure side will bring about an additional
flow of gas. On the suction side the gas forwarded through
the slit s expands, and this way puts a load on the suction
side. If one calculates a molecular pump, then one will
get e. g. a press'utre ratio of 1 : lo4 for one step at a n infinitely narrow slit. For practical employ one reaches much
lower values, like the ratio of the depth of the operating
groove h to the closure slit s. The pump therefore will have
the better properties, the more narrow is the slit. The pumps
known thus far operate with slit widths of 3/100 till 5/100
mm, and such narrow slits present a great pokential risk:
a sudden impact of air, which may deform the rotating cylinder by even this value, or a speck of dirt of the dimension
of the slit, which reaches the pump, will cause a seizing of
the rotor and thus a destruction of the pump.
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Our developmental work had the aim to create a molecular
pump which may be operated with a rather large slit, and
will reach a high pressure ratio with a high suction speed
which is of the same order of magnitude as the one obtained
with diffusion pumps. The high rpm are not the limiting
factor, as many people think, if one has only provided
enough play between rotor and cylinder, that hieat expansion,
sudden air impacts and small pieces of dirt cannot bring
about any damage. I will only remind the listener that the
modern kitchen machines, like mixers, show rpm's of 14000,
and there are no diffiiculties encountered. At the drives of
modern jet airplanes one even uses still higher numbers of
revolution.

Fig . 4

Path of the gas through the new molecular pump

In order to understand thie operation better we look now
at figure 5. This figure shows the evodution (unrolling)
of some rotor- and stator disks. Let us look first of all upon
a groove A in the first stator disk. Wall 1 forms with the
total surface of the second rotor disk a wedgelike channel.
Inside this one the gas is propelled in the direction of the
arrow.
The wall1 of the grooveB in the rotor disk forms another
channel with the surFace of the stator disk, and here again a
propelling action is no,ted. Simultaneously the wad1 2 of the
very same groove in th,e rotor disk forms a wedgelike channel
with the surface of the next stator disk, and the gas is propelled
again in the direction of the arrow. This process repeats at
all the disks. If one selects rather thin disks, like those of a
few mm thickness, then one gets in one disk rather short
channels only and thus a small pressure ratio only, but one
may place many pairs of disks into the pump, so that the
overall pressure ratio still is quite high. At the small presswe
ratio of a pair of disLs the distance between the disks will
affect the pressure natio and the suctiton speed but little, 5.0
that the distance between th,e disks may actually be chosen
as being one mm or even more, and the properties will
hardly be affected. Simultaneously many channels operate
in parall'el. At the pump which I shall show in th,e next
figupes there are 40 channels, so that a high speed of suction
is brought about. Ratdial sli!t,s between ro,tor and housi,ng
too may be made in 1 mm size, becawe the air flowing in
dume to the pressure gradbent is still small in comparison to
the suction speed. The pump shown has radially a slit of
1 mm, and the distance between the di'sks too is 1mm.

Figure 4 shows schematically the construction of the new
pump. Inside the housing 1 are the stator disks 2 and the
rotor 3. The stator disks are rigidly placed into the housing,
whereas the rotor disks are arranged upon the shaft and are
brought by this one into a high rotation. All disks contain
inclined slots, and the ones inside the stator disks are arranged in a mirror- imagelike way to the ones inside the rotor
disks.

Fig. 6

The rotor

Figure 6 is a photograph of the rotor. If one selects the
angle small under which the grooves are placed into the
disks, thsen one gets a high pressure rati,o at a small suction
speed. If one, on the other hand, selects this angl'e as rather
great, then one gets a small pressure ratio at a high suction
speed. The disks which are directed towards the center of
the pump show a great angle for a high suction speed,
whereas the outer disks, which operate toward~s the prevacuum, show small suction speeds at greaber pressure
ratios.

Fig. 5

Unrolling of the rotor and stator disks
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The next figure 9 5hOWS how the high vacuum depends
upon the preliminary vacuum (fore-vacuum). The curve 1
applies to air, the curve 2 to hydrogen, the curve 3
t h
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Fig. 11 Influence of the nature of the gas
Hi = hydrogen

Luft = air

F 12 = Freon 12

The next figuire 10 shows the suction speed of the
pump as a function of the pressure at the high vacuum d e ,
with a first pump for 45 m3 per hour. It is remarkable that
the suction speed for H t lies above the suction speed of air,
in spite of the fact that for Hz a much smaller pressure ratio
is operative. This higher suction speed is brought about like
this that the flow resistance in the slits is much lower for Hs
than for air. And the pump gets for F12 a smaller suction
speed, because here the throttling inside the slits is greater.
The suction speed of the air amounts from 10-2till 10-8Torr
to constantly 500m3 per hour, then it drops slowly. If one
determines the suction speed for the partiJal ppessure of air
only, without the residual pressure (which is due th Ht)
being taken into consideration, then the suction speed remains consttant even beyond 10-9Torr. Th,e measured final
vacuum was essentially determined by Ho, i. e. this one is
the culprit, as it diffuses through the steel walls, or is
released by same.
The next figure 11 shows the suction speed for air as
a function of the pressure at the high vacuum side, at
various pumps for the fore-vacuum. The upper curve i.s valid
for a two-step pump combination of 45 m3 per hour suction
speed, the center curve pertains to a two-step pump with
10 m3 per hour suction speed, and the lower belongs to a
two- step rotating pump with a suction speed of 2.5 m3 per
hour. As one is able to recognize, the suction speed changes
only in the regions of higher pressures as a function of the
fore-vacuum pump.
When constructing a vacuum setup in connection with
the pump described one has not much trouble, especially if
one intends to repeat an evacuation rather frequently. One
may connect the pump directly with the receiver, without the
intermediate placing of a valve, and the prevacuum pump
too may be connected without any valve directly to the
molecular pump, Both pumps may be switched-on simultaneously at atmospheric pressure. Till the time when the first

Ph = hlgh vacuum

pump has reached the region of about 10-1Torr.. . what
requires about 5 m i n u t e s . . . the molecular pump has reached
already its complete rpm, and takes over the further pumping, down till the desired vacuum. A sudden onrush of air
up till atmospheric pressure will not harm the pump. There
is a slip- clutch at the mohor, which sees to it that the
motor is not overloaded. At atmospheric pressure a low rpm
of the pump is established, which goes up, as the pressure
drops, and will reach its full value at 1 0 T o r r already. The
molecular pump described may be applied there to best advantage always, whene one must stress to get a vacuum free
from oil, and the pump is superior to a diffusion pump in
the region from lO-3till 10-1 Torr, because at 10-2 Torr already it reaches its full suction speed.

Already now one may visualize new application possibilities of a new molecular pump, at which it will presumably
be superior to the known high vacuum pumps:

- Manufacbure

of transmitter tubes of large sizes for
highest frequencies
- Accelerators for nuclear physics
- Mass spectrometric high vacuum installations
- Melting setups for highest purities, like in the preparation of Ge and Si.

The pump should be valuable also for the separation of
light isotopes. At normal HB it shows a compression ratio of
1 : 250, whereas at Dp, the heavy hydrogen, the ratio goes up
to 1:2400, so that one ma; talk about a separation factor
O f 9.6.

Further experiments are in progress here.

ARTHUR PFEIFFER GMBH WETZLAR/Allemagne
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